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To this moment, it is estimated that over

13,736,1981 persons have been forcibly

displaced into neighboring countries, with still

more projected to move out of the country.

1,511,0201 persons have arrived to Hungary

across the Hungarian-Ukrainian border.

1 https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine

30,0001 persons applied for the temporary

protection status in Hungary.

TRENDS

Accommodation

On 24 February 2022, the Russian Federation 
launched a broad military invasion in Ukraine, which 

has contributed to significant internal displacement 
and cross-border movements.
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As of 7 October 2022:

1,087 people were provided with short-term accommodation

378 people were provided with mid-long-term accommodation

Over the weekend, IOM Hungary participated in

the Menedék Outreach Fair, a community event

bringing together those affected by the Ukraine crisis

and organisations leading the crisis response. IOM staff

members were able to network and meet with a

range of key actors and local NGOs. The event

was an important step towards building further

partnerships and strengthening IOM's ties with both

beneficiaries and partners.

IOM Hungary continues

to extend its MHPSS 

activities to meet

the needs of the

affected population in 

Budapest and Szabolcs-

Szatmár-Bereg county.

IOM staff members providing information about the

organisation at the Menedék Outreach Fair.
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Since the beginning of 

the war, shelter

provision has been the

most requested

support from crisis-

affected people.
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beneficiaries


